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Abstract-The effects on the horizontal ionospheric velocity vectors deduced from radar beam-swinging
experiments, which occur when changes in the flow take place on short time scales compared with the
experiment cycle time, are analysed in detail. The further complications which arise in the interpretation
of beam-swinging data, due to longitudinal gradients in the flow and to field-aligned flows, are also
considered. It is concluded that these effectsare unlikely to seriously compromise statistical determinations
of the response time of the flow, e.g. to changes in the north-south component of the IMF, such as have
been recently reported by ETEMADI ef al. (1988, Planet. Space Sci. 36,471), using EISCAT ‘Polar’ data.

1. INTRODUCRON

The large scale flow which occurs in the high latitude
ionosphere, and its dependence on geophysical conditions such as the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and geomagnetic activity, has been
studied intensively in recent years using both spacebased and ground-based techniques. Observations
from spacecraft are capable of providing rapid snapshots of the flow under particular
conditions
(HEPPNER, 1977; HEELIS, 1984; BURCH et al., 1985;
HEPPNERand MAYNARD,1987), while ground-based
radars provide essentially continuous monitoring of
a restricted region, so that response time scales to
externally induced changes may be investigated
(CLAIJERet al., 1984; RISHBETHet al., 1985; WILLIS
et al., 1986). Until recently most radar observations
of the flow have been made by monostatic (single
transmitter-r~eiver)
systems, which use beam-swinging experiments to determine the vector velocity by
combining the line-of-sight components measured in
two or more pointing directions (DOUPNIK et al.,
1972; EVANS et al., 1980; FOSTERet al., 1981, 1982;
FOSTER,1983 ; OLIVERet al., 1983 ; FOSTERANDDOUPNIK, 1984; WICKWARet al., 1984; JORGENSEN et al.,
1984). More recently, the tristatic EISCAT system has
been used to determine the vector flows directly in a
given volume of the ionosphere by the use of three
spaced receivers (ALCAYDEet al., 1986; FONTAINE et

ai., 1986). However, this technique is effective only
within a certain distance from the ‘centre’ of the
receiver triangle. At large ranges, the look directions
to the scattering volume of all the receivers become
sufficiently similar that tristatic vector flow determinations become unreliable. In this case, monostatic
beam-swinging must again be used, as in the EISCAT
‘Polar’ experiment, which was devised to study flows
in the vicinity of the dayside cusp, far to the north of
the EISCAT transmitter site at Tromss (VAN EYKEN
et al., 1984; WILLIS et al., 1986).
In order to deduce flow vectors from beam-swinging data, several assumptions must be made about
the properties of the ionospheric flow. In the ‘Polar’
experiment, for example, the radar beam is pointed
at a low elevation angle (21.5”) to the north of the
transmitter site, and swung successively between two
azimuths directed 12” on either side of the local L
shell meridian. The centres of the F-region range gates
along the beam are then located at very nearly the
same invariant latitude in the two dwell positions, but
are displaced in longitude typically by N 250 km, for
the nearer gates. To form a velocity vector, the lineof-sight velocity components measured in the same
gate at the two azimuths are combined by first
assuming that the northward and westward flow components in the two scattering volumes are equal. This
will usually be a reasonable assumption in the aurora1
zone, where flow gradients are p~ncipally latitudinally
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Jircctcd.
However.
if small ditferenccs
do exist
between these components.
the computed vector will
not simpl? be the mean of the values at the two
locations but will also contain a spurious westward
component
related to the difference between the
northward
Rows. and a spurious northward
component r&ted to the difference between the westward
flows. as Gli be discussed later. The second assutnption made in the ‘Polar’ velocity vector calculation is
that the cold-aligned component
of the flow is zero.
In this experiment
the radar beam {for the ncarci
gates) makes an angle of _ 73.5 to the field direction
50 that there is, in fact, some sensitivity to this flow
~(~niponent. The possible effects of non-zero parallel
Row then also need to be considered.
Finally. using
these two ~lss~l~nptions, flow vectors are formed by
~~~rnbining I he line-of-sight
components
measured
during each dwell with the average of those mcasurcd
in the two adjacent dwells at the other azimuth. The
third assumption made in the analysis, therefore. is
that the flow varies sufficiently slowly compared with
the cycle time of the experiment
that the linearly
interpolated
vaIue between IWO successive dwells al
the same azimuth represents a good approximation
to the actual flow occurring. In the ‘Polar’ experiment
the full cycle time is 5 min. However, recent analyses
of I5 s resolution line-of-sight ‘Polar’ data have shown
that dayside aurora1 zone flows respond rapidly and
sharply to changes in the north--south component ot
the IMF (~.~~~~KWOODe'tai..1986: TODD cl cd..1988).
For cxamplc. TODD ct al. (1988) have presented an
instance in which a sudden southward
turn of the
IMF resulted in an acceleration
of the ionospheric
plasma chscntially from rest to line-of-sight speeds in
txccss of I km s ’ in 45 s [see their fig. 6(b)]. Such
changes ;lrc interpreted
as resulting from the excitation of :I new flow pattern near to noon due to
the onset of magnetopause
reconnection.
which then
expands rapidly outwards at speeds of several km s ’
(l_oc~wc~~~~
ct II/.. 1986), thus setting up a new flow
pattern over the radar field-of-view on a time scale
which is short compared with the cxperimcnt cycle
rime. Clcarl~. when such changes take place. the
velocity vectors deduced from the algorithm based on
the above assumptions
will not bc simply r&ted to
the flows actually occurring in the ionosphere.
In a rcccnt study. ETEMAUI tt trl.
(198X) have investigated ~hc rctationship between ionospheric flows and
the north st>uth component
of the IMF by perlorming a ct-oss-correlation
analysis between ‘Polar’
Aocitl
lcctors
deduced
using the assumptions
described above. and simultaneous
magnetic field
~i~~asurern~nts made in the solar wind by the AMPTEIJKS and -IRM spacecraft.
It was found that the

rcsponsc time of the flow to southward-directed
Ii&la
appearing at the dayside magnctopausc
depends LIII
local time, with the shortest response of 3.9 :t 1.2 min
occurring in the westward flows of the dusk cell in the
early afternoon sector. (These ~~aiues are the avcragc
and standard deviation <bfafl the response times determined at integer hourly intervals between 1200 and
IS00 MI_T inclusive. in all gales. weighted in prnportion to the inverse of the estimated error in the
value. The standard error of the mean is :lpprrr~imately 0.5 min.) The r~spttnsc time of the r~(~rtl~~~~~~~t
ffow component
in this xcctt>r \\:I> found to hc ;i ien,
minutes longer (6.7.+:2.7 min), 33 was also the t‘;isc
for both flow comp~)ne~ts at oarlicr and later local
times. WC do not bclitvc thsi random errors in the
s~gi~jl~~antl~ cff‘ect thz
derived
velocity
vectors
response times determined by ~':Tl:MADI
cf d. (IYX8h.
brcaitsesimilar results and similar estimated crror’i.
were derived in all the ‘Polar’ gates used in the stud>
[gates I 7; see figs. 6 and 7 of ETI;MADI ct 4. (19%3lJ.
whereas the signal-to-n&c
ratio of the measurement5
varies substantially over this range.
In this paper WCwill thcrefi)rc consider whcthcl- an\
systematic sources of error might by present in the
response time determination5
~ETI:MADI c/ ol.(19xX).
which could arise from Lhc assumptions made in the
analysis of the beam-swinging data :IS described ahobe.
In particular. we investigate in detail the possible et&%
;lssociated with the spurious flow vectors which art‘
derived from the beam-swinging
algorithm when the
lurgc-scale tlow varies rapidly compared with the cycle
time of the experimerlt. such as occurs quite often in
the ‘Polar’ data. Specifically. we address the following
question. Suppose rapid variations of the large scale I%YA
occur. in which the northward and westward How compcmcnts vary in concert with eitch other. i.c. with exactly
the same response time to the IM F. Is it then possible.
as a result of’ rapid changes of the flow. for the beamswinging algorithm to Icitd tcj spurious variations in
the derived response tmres about their true values for
either 170~ component? We will show that in individual
C;ISC~the answer to this question is clearly ‘yes’. by
up to half an cxpcrimcnt cycic’ time, but that this efyect
avcrqcs to /era when taken over many flow chanpcb
occurrmg at random phases of the experiment cycle.
WC then (in Section 4) brictiy consider whcthcr
cflitcts of this nature can be produced by either of the
oiher two major assumptions
which enter the beamswinging algorithm, i.e. the assumption of zero lonpitudinal gradients and XI’O l~aI;~llcl flows. We argue
that the artefacts in the velocit> vectors produced b>
these assumptions are unlikely to bc sufficicn~ly Iargc
that they wiil effect the rcspcmsc time results. cuccpt
perhaps under very unusual ~~)n~ijtiol~s.
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Fig. 1.Sketch of the geometry of the idealized beam-swinging experiment used in the analysis in this paper
(left) and its ham-swin~ng pattern (right). The radar beam is swung successively through an angle of 24
between two pointing positions designated ‘direction I’ and ‘direction 2, which are equally spaced on
either side of the direction towards magnetic north (N). The beams are at low elevation angle and are
taken for simplicity to lie in the plane of the flow. The left hand sketch thus corresponds to a view from
above the ionosphere, so that west (W) points to the left. In the right hand sketch the hatched areas
represent radar dwells (duration TD) along either of the two pointing directions, while the blank areas
represent the intervals (duration 7”) during which the antenna swings between the two pointing directions.
If dwells A, C and E are in direction 1, then B and D are in direction 2, and vice versa. The sudden change
of ionospheric flow is assumed in the analysis to take place at time t after the start of dwelt C, as indicated.
This experiment con~g~ation corresponds closely to that of the EISCAT “Polar’ experiment, for which
0 -v 12”, TEI= 2 min and Ts = 30 s.

2, EFFECI’ OF SUDDEN FLOW CHANGRS

velocities are observed to be 9 I and Qb the ionospheric
flow, assumed uniform and steady, is deduced to be :

ON BRAM~WiNGING VELOCITY VECTORS

In this section we will consider the effect of an
abrupt change in flow on the velocity vectors deduced
from an idealized beam-swinging experiment, based
on the EISCAT ‘Polar’ experiment. For this purpose
it is sufficient to assume that the radar beam lies in
the plane of the flow, and is swung successively
between two pointing directions labelled “1’ and “2’,
each displaced by angle &tfrom the direction of the
magnetic poie, as shown on the left hand side of Fig.
1. (In the ‘Potar’ ex~riment tp N KY’.)Vectors aligned
parallet and ~~endi~ular
to the bisector of the beam
directions will therefore be Iabelled ‘N’ (nor&) and
‘w’ (west), respectiveiy, with N directed away from
the radar transmitter and W directed from beam direetion 2 towards beam direction 1 (see Fig. 1). If a
uniform steady flow with components vN and uw is
then present in the plane of the radar beams, the lineof-sight components observed along the two beam
directions will be :
9, = nN cos $+vW sin #

(1)

& = vN cos +-vw

sin 4.

(2)

Flow away from the radar tr~smitter

is taken to
line-of-sight

be positive.

C~~es~~ndingIy~

if the

*t?, +w
u”=2~

(3)

We assume that the radar dwells for a time T1, at
each pointing direction, and takes a time T, to swing
between them, such that the full cycle time of the
experiment is 2(Tn+ Ts). In the EISCAT ‘Polar’
experiment T, = 2 min and T, = 30 s, such that the
cycle time is 5 min as previously stated. The experiment time sequence is shown schematicatly on the
right hand side of Fig. I, where the hatched intervals
represent antenna dwells and the blank intervals
antenna swings. If dwells A, C and E are in direction
1, then B and D will be in direction 2 and vice versa.
Now let us assume that the flow changes suddenly
from v to v+V at time t after the start of dwell C, as
shown in the figure. Then, assuming that dwell A is
in direction 1, the line-of-sight velocities averaged over
each dwell will be :

-t ( V,vcm (I,t V, sin 4).

(9)

If instead dwell A is in direction 2, the sign of the
second velocity term in each of the brackets in the
above equations is reversed. It should be noted that
in equation (7) we have assumed the measured lineof-sight velocity component to bc the true mean value
during the dwell. which will be the case if the ionospheric electron density remains constant.
As described in the previous section, a flow vector
is then reconstructed
each experiment half-cycle by
combining the line-of-sight
component
observed in
each dwell with the average of those observed in the
two adjacent dweils at the other azimuth. using (3~
and (4). The time of the vector determination
is then
assigned to the middle of the central dwell. The
deduced velocity values (which will be denoted by
starred quantities)
correspt~nding
to the middle of

(1Oa.b)

(I Ia)

((lb)

(t2a)

(I?b)

(13a)

(13b)

where upper signs arc tct hc taken if dwell A (and
hence C and E) is in pointing direction 1, and lower
signs if il is in direction 1. It should be noted that
correct vclocitics arc deduced at and before dwell A.
and at and after dwell E. However, incorrect velocities
arc dcduccd during the three dwells centred on C. the
dwell in which the change is assumed to take place.
arising from an inevitable mixing of data acquired
before and after the change. A minor exception to this
statement occurs if the ffow change takes place during
the antenna swing following dwell C. In this case only
the twu \;elocity vectors on either side of the change
(i.c. C and D) arc c~~~npromised. with the vectors
deduced being given by putting f = T,, in equations
(IO)_ (14).
The velocities derived from the cifected dwells consist of the sum of the ‘old’ velocity vector Y. and ;I
perturbation
vector V * (not necessarily small) whose
components
VT and I .$ in turn consist of two terms.
The sign of the first term is independent of the pointing
direction of the dwell, and its magnitude
is proportional to the ‘appropriate’ velocity component of
V (i.e. proportional
to 1-,, in the expressions for 1~‘:.
and to I is%in the cupressions
for I/$). This term
describe?; ii ‘smoothing’ of the sharp change in flow
into the dwells adjacent to the change. For example,
if rho change takes place at the exact centre of dwell
C‘. so that r/T,, = 0.5. then (neglecting the second
‘mixing” terms for the moment). one eighth of the
vector V appears in dwell B, one half in dwell C and
scvcn eighths in dwell D. The second term in the
cuprcssions for V*. whose sign is dependent on the
pointing direction of the dwell. then describes a *mixing’ of the Bow components.
such that a change in
the ‘V component
of the Row produces a spurious
perturbation
in 1’2 in the vicinity of the change (i.e.
in the values deduced in dwctls I3, C and D). while
a change in the W c[~~n~~?nent produces a spurious
~erturl~~~t~on in 1,‘:. It should bc noted that the magnitudc (11‘these effects depends not only on the magnitude 01’ the flow components
1’, and !J’,$~ but also
on the angular separation of the two radar beams.
In practical rxpcrimcnts
rhis angle will generally be
chosen to hc quite small in order to minimize the
spatial separation
of the scattering volumes whose
line-of-sight velocities are to be combined. In this case
Ihcsc terms will have a much larger effect on P’$ than
on I t. Gnce the terms m Pug ‘trc proportional
to
tan $. which is then small. whiic the terms in 1’; are
pro~~~rtiorlal to cot 4, which is large. In the EISCAT
‘Polar‘ c~peri~?icnt where Q -2 1I.6
(the angle
hefwecn the beams projected onto the local field-perpendicular
plane)
ac have tan (I, I- 0.21. while
cot yi =. 4.85. it ratio ol’Z.3.h.
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The algebraic results given above are illustrate
graphically in Fig. 2. Since the initial Aow velocity
vector v simply represents a constant baseline to which
the perturbation vector V* is added, we have here
taken v = 0 and consider the sudden onset of ilow
from initially static conditions. In the three panels of
Fig. 2 we have assumed that the ionospheric flow after
the onset has the same speed in each case (i.e. we have
normalized to the magnitude of V), but has different
directions. The parameters of the radar experiment
have been chosen to be TD = 4T,, and # = KY, carresponding (very nearly) to ‘Polar’ values.
Figure 2a shows results for the sudden onset of a
pure westward directed flow (V, = 0, V, = V). On
the left hand side of the figure we show the values of
V$. (circles joined by solid lines) and ?$ (crosses
joined by dashed lines) vs. time for ten different phases
of the flow onset relative to the beam-swinging cycle.
The onset occurs at the centre of each graph where
the vertical axis is drawn, while underneath each plot
the numbered horizontal lines show the positions of
the radar dwells in each pointing direction. The
deduced velocity components are plotted at the centre
of each dwell. On the right hand side of the figure we
present the same information as flow vectors vs. time,
where the vertical dashed line indicates the time at
which the ilow change takes place. The dashed arrows
represent the true direction and magnitude of the
ionospheric flow (if any) at ea.ch point, for purposes
of comparison. (The vector drawn at the exact time
of onset is the ‘value in the mean’ V/2, which is always
equal to the value deduced from the beam-swinging
algorithm at that point, because the smoothing terms
then give just one half of the final vatue in each component, while the mixing terms go to zero). The results
for Y& show the effect of the ‘smoothing’ terms alone
in equations ( 11k( 13), since the ‘mixing’ terms involving V, are in this case zero. Xt can be seen that the
sharp flow onset is spread over an interval of esseniialiy one experiment cycle time. Conversely, the
values of V$ arise solely from the ‘mixing’ terms in
this case, and are seen to he very small, as discussed
above. In fact the largest absolute value of V$ occuring in this case is V(tan (b)/4 (which for 11,= 12” is just
0.053 V), which occurs when the onset takes place
during a beam swing. Consequently, while the flow
vectors deduced in the vicinity of the flow change do
not have the correct magnitude, they nevertheless do
not deviate markedly from the westward direction.
Much larger effects are observved in Fig. 2b, which
shows results for the onset of pure northward Sow
(Vh’= V, VW= 0). The format of the figure is the
same as Fig. 2a, except that for reasons of clarity we
have omitted the horizontal bars which indicate the

radar dwell periods in the IeFt hand diagram. These
are identical to those shown in the corresponding
diagrams in Fig. 2a. The results for Vg (dashed Iines)
show a simple ‘smoothing’ of the flow onset, which is
in fact identical to that occuring in the V*, component
in Fig. 2a. This arises because the effects of
‘smoothing’ are identical in the two flow components,
while the ‘mixing’ terms are zero in V*, in Fig. 2a and
also in Yf in Fig. 2b [see equations (1 l)-(1311. The
results for V*, in Fig. 2b, however, show that large
spurious east-west flow ~mponen~
are now prodnced (solely by the ‘mixing’ terms) with magnitudes
comparable to &$, thus leading to large angular
deflections of the deduced how veetors. The form of
the deflections is highly sensitive to the phase of the
beam-swinging cycle at which the flow change takes
place. The largest absolute value of V*, is l’(cot (b)/4
(which for the parameters of Fig. 2 is 1.18 V), which
again occurs when the flow change takes place during
a beam swing.
Figure 2c finally shows an intermediate case, for a
ilow directed 60” west of north, such that the normalized flow components after onset are V,jV = OS
and VW/V= 0.87. The major effect seen in V,$is again
the ‘smoothing’ of the change (the ‘mixing’ terms producing only a small effect in this component, as in
Figure 2a), while V*, shows the combined effect of
both ‘smoothing’ and ‘mixing’, which can lead to a
variety of responses depending on the phase of the
experiment cycle at the time of the flow change, In the
general case the vectors deduced are just the vector
sum of those shown for the onset of pure westward
and pure northward Sow in Figs. 2a and 2b, appropriately adjusted to the sign and ma~itude of V, and
v N.

3. EPFECT

ON CRO~CORRE~T~aN

SU.JDIES

In the previous section we established the form of
the effects produced by sudden changes in ionospheric
flow on vector data derived from beam-swinging radar
experiments, such as EISCAT ‘Polar’. in this section
we will now consider whether the spurious vectors
produced in the vicinity of these changes can lead
to any systematic errors in statistical studies of the
ionospheric flow response time to changes, e.g. in the
IMF. In particular, in view of the results obtained by
~TEMADI et al. (I%%), it is germane to consider
whether artificial timing differences could be introduced between the flow components parallel and perpendicular to the bisector of the radar beams (i.e. V,
and VW, respectively). From the results already
presented in Fig. 2 it is clear that for beam geomet~es
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Fig. 2%. The left hand side of the figure shows graphs of 6‘:I; I,-circles joined h) solid iitxes) and Y_$iI‘

(crosses joined by da&& linesf vs. time, for an abrupt onset ofwestward Bow ~~er~~~dic~~r to tke bisector
oftke radar dwell directions) of magnitude Y~~urring at various phases oftke be~rn-s~~~~ experimenr
cycle. The flaw unset OCO.ESat the cerrtre of each gr;tph (marked by the vertical axis), while the radar
dwefis and pointing directions are indicated by the horizunbf iines urrder eack graph. The tickmarks along
the horizontal axes are at intervals of one experiment ha@-cyc!e (duration I”,+- Tc with T>?= 4Ts). On the
right hand side of the diagram the same ~nf~rrnat~#a is prcscnted as Bow vectors, with the %XWonset being
ma&cd by the vertical dashed line. The vectcxs are drawn from the middle ofthe dwell on which they are
centred, as for the P’S and V$ values on the left. The dashed arrows show the actual ionospheric flow (if
any). for purpnses ofcomparison.
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Effect of rapid changes

such as ‘Polar’, where the angular deflections are small
about their bisector, little effect is produced in the
component along the bisector (north), while spurious
shifts can be produced in the transverse component
(west), whose form depends on the phase of the radar
experiment cycle at the time of the flow change. The
first graph of Fig. 2c represents an example where
one might conclude that the onset of westward flow
occurs earlier than is actually the case, preceeding the
onset of northward Ilow. Conversely, in the fourth
and fifth graphs of this figure the westward flow is
apprarently delayed compared with the northward
component, and occurs later than the true onset.
These displacements are, however, limited to half the
radar experiment cycle time in either direction (2.5
min in the case of ‘Polar’).
The difference in the behaviour of the two flow
components discussed above arises from the different
significance of the ‘smoothing’ and ‘mixing’ terms in
the two cases. When the angle 4 between the radar
pointing directions is small, the ‘mixing’ terms are
negligible in I’$, such that its onset time (taken, e.g.
from the point where V; first reaches half its final
value) is not changed significantly from the true value.
However, the ‘smoothing’ and ‘mixing’ terms are
generally of equal significance in I’*, under
these conditions, and their mutual interaction can
then lead to apparent shifts of the flow onset time. In
any statistical study, however, large quantities of data
are considered which involve many abrupt changes in
flow. Since these changes will take place at random
times relative to the radar experiment cycle we may
then expect that the effects of ‘mixing’ will average
out, leaving the effects of ‘smoothing’ alone. Since
‘smoothing’ effects the two flow components in identical ways we therefore conclude that on average no
artificial separation of the response times of the two
flow components will result. Further, since the average
‘smoothing’ effect is symmetrical about the actual
onset time (in the sense that the deviation of the
deduced values from the actual values are identical
for equal times on either side of the onset time) we
may also conclude that the response times derived
from such data will also suffer no systematic effects. In
particular, the lag position of cross-correlation peaks
used to determine response times will undergo no
systematic shifts from these effects.
In order to illustrate the veracity of these conclusions let us consider [with ETEMADIet al. (1988)]
the results of an analysis in which beam-swinging
ionospheric velocity data are cross-correlated with
IMF Bz values measured simultaneously in the solar
wind. In the idealized calculation performed here we
assume a B, profile which is a square wave with period

in ionospheric
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Fig. 3. Cross-correlation
coefficient R vs. time lag z between
IMF B,and V,& and V,$, for idealized spacecraft-radar
data.
It is assumed
that in each experiment
BS periodically
switches between values of zero and b, remaining at each
value for equal intervals of time T, and that (for simplicity)
the ionospheric flow responds with zero time delay. The flow
is taken to be zero when Bs = 0, and to have a magnitude
V
directed at angle 60” west of north when BS = b. The dashed
lines show the R that would result from a perfect measurement of flow, while the solid lines show R for the beamswinging data taken over many BS cycles, with all phases of
the experiment cycle relative to the onset time being considered equally likely. The parameters corresponding
to this
plot are T= 87’,, TD = 47’s and 4 = 12”.

2T, such that B, cycles between values of +h and -b
and changes sign after every interval T. The southward component of the IMF, BS (defined such that
B, = mod (Bz) when Bz is negative, and B, = 0 when
B, is positive), then cycles between values of zero
and + b at intervals of time T. We assume that the
ionospheric flow is zero when B, is zero, but jumps to
speed Y at some angle relative to north when Bs = b,
with (for simplicity) no time delay. If we crosscorrelate B, with the flow components VN and VW
actually occurring in the ionosphere, the correlation
coefficient R as a function of time lag z between the
data sets is then the triangular function :
R = (l-2

mod (7)/T),

which is shown as a function of z/T in Fig. 3 (dashed
line). Note that R peaks at the value 1 at zero time
delay, as may have been expected. The introduction
of a constant ionospheric response delay into the calculation would simply result in a translation of the
curve along the horizontal axis through an interval
equal to the delay.
Lengthy but straightforward algebra which is not
reproduced here then yields expressions for the crosscorrelation coefficients appropriate to the flow components V$ and V$ which would be deduced from
the beam-swinging radar data. In the analysis it was
assumed that all phases of the radar cycle are equally
represented at the flow changes, when taken over
many B, cycles (or at least over many separate experi-

nmts with random initial conditions),
and accaunt
was taken not only of the average ‘smoothing’ of the
tlow changes, but also of the enhanced scatter in the
flow data resulting from the ‘mixing’ terms, The latter
effect is responsible for lowering the value of R corresponding to F’t. compared with that for G’$ (both
peaking at values less than unity). as shown by the
solid curves in Fig. 3. These were computed using the
p;iramcters 4 = t 3’ and T, = 4T,. as before. together
with a flow direction after onset of 60‘ west of north
(Fig. 2~1, and T = 8T,, (this latter implying that the
changesin B,occurevery
16minif T, = :!min). Itcan
be seen that the peak in R is lowered and broadened
by the effects considered
here. However, the most
significant result is that the cross-correlation
peaks
for both 1’: and Vi. remain at zero lag. This result
illustrates the general conclusion reached above that
the spurious flow vectors produced in beam-swinging
velocity data by sudden changes in a uniform ionospheric flow produce no systemaii~ effect in the
derived response times in either the flow components
parallel or transverse
to the bisector of the radar
pointing directions.

J.

SIiMMAHY AND DlSCUSSlON OF RELATED EFFECTH

in the last two sections we have analysed the effects
produced
in the flow vectors deduced
from an
idealized b~~nl-swinging radar experiment by sudden
changes in a uniform jonospheric
flow (in which
northward and westward flow components vary together), which take place on time scales short compared
with the experiment
cycle time. We note that our
assumption
of abrupt changes represents
a ‘worst
case’ with regard to these effects. which will diminish
and disappear
as the time scale for flow change
increases to become comparable with and longer than
the experiment cycle time. It has been shown that the
effects introduced
by beam-swinging
can be divided
into two parts. termed ‘smoothing’
and ‘mixing’.
-Smoothing’ acts identically on the flow components
parallel and perpendicular to the bisector of the radar
beams. spreading the sharp flow changes over intervals of approximately
half a cycle of the radar experiment on either side of the actual change. The spreading is symmetrical about the latter time. such that, e.g.
at the actual time of the flow onset the deduced vector
is just one half of the final value. ‘Mixing’ describes
the effect whereby a change in one flow component
introduces a spurious temporary perturbation
in the
other. The form of the effect produced depends on the
phase of the radar experiment
at which the flow
change cakes place. and averages to zero when taken

over many changes occurrrng at random phases. then
leaving only the effect of ‘smoothing'.
The magnitude of the ‘mixing’ terms is not only
proportional to the magnitude of the flow components
concerned. but also depends on the angle between the
radar pointing directions. When this angle is small
(compared with a right angle): as will generally bc the
case in practical experiments such as ‘Polar’, the effect
ot.‘mixing’ is negligible compared with ‘smoothing’ in
the flow component
parallel to the bisector of the
radar beams (north). Consequently.
in view of the
symmetry of the ‘smoothing’ effect noted above. the
onset time of this component
(taken from the point
where the Row speed reaches half its final value) is no1
significantly changed. Howcvcr. large ‘mixing’ effects
then do occur in the Row component perpendicular
to the bisector of the radar beams. In combination
with the effects of ‘smoothing‘ these can then lead in
individll~t~ cases. to apparent shifts of the onset time
in this con~ponent, by up to haffan experiment cycle
time in either direction relative to the true onset time.
However. in statistical studies these effects witi average to /cro over many fow changes occurring at
random phases of the experiment cycle, such as in Ihc
study of ETEMADI c/ d ( 1988). where data from
several days were combined
together in cxtendcd
M 1.T bins. The only e&t of ‘mixing’ is then to 10~0.
the correlation
coefEcients associated with the porpcndicular flow ~oin~(~nen~ relative to the parallel
~otnp~~ncnt. due to the Iarpr scatter introduced into
the data. These results therefore show that when sharp
changes take place in ;I uniform flow in which the
northward
and westward Row components
vary in
concert. no spurious systematic shifts wiil occur in th<
rcsponsc times derived for either flow component due
to ‘mixing’. In addition, bccausc of the symmetry 01’
thcremaining
‘smoothing etrects. no systematic shifts
are introduced
into the response times due to this
effect cithcr.
I! will hc recalled from the icllroduction, howcvcr.
that in their gross-~orre~dtion study of ‘Polar’ flows.
E-~I:MADI vi d. (1988) did in fact find a systematica&
longer response time to IMF B,changes for the northward component offlow in the dusk aurora1 zone flow
cell. compared with the westward component.
In the
noon -mid-afternoon sector. for example. where the
flow response in the ‘Polar’ field-of-view is largest, the
response time was found 01 be _ 7 min for l’, , and
_ 4 min for t’,&, the difference thus being comparable
to a half cycle time of the ‘Polar‘ experiment (1.5 min 1.
The above analysis shows that this difference cannot
be a simple consequence of rapid flow changes leading
to spurious vectors. We therefore need now to consider what cffccts can be produced by the other two
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in the beam-swinging algorithm,
i.e. the assumption of zero longitudinal gradient in
the flow, and the assumption that the flow along the
field is zero. Again, we first focus on the question of
whether the effects which result from these assumptions can produce systematic shifts in flow response
times in the case where the field-perpendicular flow
components, in fact, vary in concert with each other.
Let us therefore consider the effect of a longitudinal
gradient in a steady flow, such that the flow components in direction 1 (c~, , vwI) differ from those in
direction 2 (vN2rvW2).When the corresponding lineof-sight components given by (1) and (2) are then
substituted into (3) and (4), the flow vector derived
from the beam-swinging algorithm is given by :

major assumptions

& = i(~,, +uN2)+I(uwI -hd
v’,,,= +(owI +v,,)+~(u,,

tan 4

-vN2) cot 4.
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In effect, (vi, u;Y)is the uniform horizontal flow that
would give rise to the same line-of-sight flow components along the two beam directions as does the
actual non-uniform
flow. The derived flow components consist of two terms analogous to the
‘smoothing’ and ‘mixing’ terms in the above temporal
analysis, the first being the mean of the corresponding
flow components in the two pointing directions, while
the second gives spurious flow components in one
direction due to longitudinal gradients in the other. If
the flow then changes rapidly from one non-uniform
pattern to another, with northward and westward
components changing at the same time, such that the
deduced uniform flow changes from v’ to v’+V’, then
the flow vectors determined during the change are
simply given by (lo)-(14) with the flow components
on the rhs of these expressions simply being replaced
by their primed equivalents. A discussion similar to
that in Section 3 then follows, from which it is concluded that rapid changes in a non-uniform flow will
also not produce spurious differences in the response
times of the derived northward and westward components. Since, by hypothesis, both northward and
westward flow components vary together, it follows
that no systematic response time shifts can be introduced into either flow component by the spatial ‘mixing’ effect, irrespective of the fact that this effect results
in the deduced flow components themselves being in
error.
We now turn to consider the effect of field-aligned
flows. Although the above analyses assumed for simplicity that the radar pointing directions lay in the
plane of the flow, and hence were orthogonal to the
magnetic field, in practice this will not be the case for
incoherent scatter radar experiments, particularly in
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order to avoid the possibility of strong coherent
echoes. In the ‘Polar’ experiment the beams in fact
lie at an angle of -73.5” relative to the field in the
nearer gates, and hence there is some sensitivity to
parallel flows. If it is then assumed that the parallel
flow is zero, as in the analysis of ‘Polar’ data, then
spurious additional northward and westward flow
components will be derived, given by :
&)l,

=

(VII
1 +?I 2)

tan

6

2cos4
Au’

=

w

h-~l12)tan6
2 sin 4

’

where uil , and vl,2 are the parallel flows in the two
pointing directions (positive upwards), and 6 is the
angle between the radar beam and the field normal
(16.5” for ‘Polar’), assumed equal in the two directions.
If the parallel flows occur in concert with the field
perpendicular flows (i.e. they have the same response
time to changes in the IMF) then again they will
have no effect on response times derived from crosscorrelation studies, for the same reason that longitudinal gradients have no effect on the response times
under these circumstances. However, if the changes in
the parallel flows (which could be due, e.g. to frictional
heating) tend to lag behind changes in perpendicular
flows, as seems possible, then spurious variations in
the field-perpendicular flow would be derived which
could clearly influence the response times deduced.
The importance of these effects then depends on the
magnitudes of the spurious flow components Auk and
Au;Y relative to the field-perpendicular components
in these directions. Results recently presented by
WINSER
et al. (1986) indicate that the upward parallel
flow in the aurora1 zone F-region is usually limited
to values below -70 m SK’, and even when strong
outflows are observed at high altitudes (e.g. several
hundred m s-’ at 500 km and above), the field-aligned
flow at altitudes corresponding to the lower ‘Polar’
gates (N 200-300 km) remains at or below - 100 m s-’
(WINSER
et al., 1988). If we then take, e.g. vIIZ N 100 m
s-’ and v,l2 N 50 m s-‘, such that a large gradient in
parallel flow also occurs between the pointing directions, together with 6 = 16.5” and 4 = 11.6”, we find
A&2: 22.7 m SC’ and AU’,+,
N 36.8 m SK’. These ‘maximum’ values are more than an order of magnitude
less than those typical of field-perpendicular flows
in the dusk aurora1 zone, and consequently will not
produce significant effects in either the derived perpendicular flow vectors or response times derived
therefrom.
On the basis of the above results we therefore

conciudc that the effects on beam-swmgrng velocity
vectors of rapid flow variations, fQn~jtud~na1 flow
gradients and parallel flows will produce no s~gnj~~~~nr
systematic shifts in the response times about their true
values for either the north~~~ard or westward Row
CorIqXXXnts, in the Ease where these component in
fact vary with the same respomse time We &erefoir
also concfude that the diRerenee between ihe response
times of these flow components found by ETEMAIX~1
rrl.
(1988)must be geophysical i.n origin, indicating,
e.g. that following a southward turn afthe TMF. westward flows tend to appear first in the post-noon dusk
flow cell. luraing towards the north-west a few
minutes later. Precisely this type of response has. in
fact. been reported for one w~Jl-st~~~~~~afterno~~i~
‘switch-on’ Row event by Wxttts PI ctl. (1986) and
TODD ef (II. (1988). If this eRect can be represented
simply as scparatc response times for the two flow
components (the northward component having a
fixed delay relative to the westward component), then
it is again evident that the spurious vectors arising
from rapid changes in the flow ~o~~p~nents wiJJ not
produce any systematic shifts in the response times
about their true values, determined separateJy for the
northward and westward ~o~p~n~~ts. This follows
from the fact that the mixing terms always avefage to
zero v&n taken over random Row ~3nSettimes refative
to the experiment cycle, irrespective of when they
occur, while the ‘smoothing’ effect, ofcourse, remains
symmetric about the actuaI flow onset time. separately
for each component. Parallel flows are again likely to
produce little effect. for the same reasons as given
above. However, it is clearly possible for the effects
associated with longitudinal gradients to affect the
derived response times in this cast, since a spurious
change in each tJow component will then occur when
the other component changes due to spatial “mixing’.
This effect will be present independent of whether the
Row changes take place rapidly or slowly. relative to
the beam-swinging cycle time. The rna~r~itude of the
effect may he estimated on the basis of typi’lcafafternoon dusk cell ffows of+ Y 100 m s -’ and i‘t,-= SO@
m s 1 [see. e.g. fig. 4c of ETE~MADli
c’t ir(. (f9X8jf,
and assuming that Qvz~sys~emat;e~ditri;rence between
the dusk ceJJflow components in the two ‘Pnlar’pointing directions in a given gate might typic&y be
- tfJ%. The fatter estimate foflows from noting that
trt ‘PoJar’ latitudes the farge-scale dusk &I Rows vary
on spatial states of a few thousaand km, compared
with a longitudinal distance of N 250 km between the
lower gates in the two ‘Polar’ pulrxting directions. The
second terms in equations (1.5) then give a spurious
northward ffow component of6 m s ‘*and a spurious
westward flow component of47 m s ‘, The effect on

in this paper we have made a detailed examination
of the effect of rapid changes in a uniform flow on the
velocity vectors deduced from a radar beam-swinging
algorithm, such as that used to analyse the results
from the EISCAT ‘Polar’ e%p~rjment~ If tfie pointing
directions of the radar beams are djs~Ja~e~i by only a
small angle about their bisecttrr {birth}, as will often
be the case (t_ 12 for ‘Potar’j. then Jargc spurious
temporary variations can be produced in the flow
component transverse to the bisector (west), which
can shift the apparent time of the change jn this component by up to halfan experiment cycle time in either
direction i 5 3.5 mm for ‘Pntar’I, The onset time of
the northward Bow ~ornpo~~~t cadge. e.g. from the
time when this component reaches hatf its final value
as a r-e&t of the ‘srnof~tkj~~~effect j is fittIe changLrf.
However, when taken over many Row changes
occurring at random times relative to the beamswinging cycle, the ef%cts in the trdnsverse component
average to zero. Consequently. if the northward and
westward flow components do indeed vary in concert
with each other, e.g. in response to variations in the
IMF, then no syst~a~c spurious shifts in the response
times will occur in either flow ~~)mp~~ent due to these
effects.
Still assuming that the held-perpendicular
flow
components vary in conccr’f with each other, we then
considered whether systematic response t.ime shifts
could be produced by either of the other two main
assumptions which are used in the b~aj~-sw~ngin~
algorithm, i.e. the neglect of longitudinal gradients
and of pa&et ffows. Our results show that rapid
variations in a Row with JongitudinaI gradients again
produces no such systematic shift in the response time
in this case. The neglect t~fpar~tllel flows, on the other
hand, while in principle abJe to influence response:
times if the parallel flows occur with a temporal shift
relative to the ~eJd_per~I~dj~i~~r News, wilt usually
produce onir a smaJf cf&ct on the fatter in an cxperiment such as ‘Polar’ wbcre the beam directions are
near to orthogonal to the magnetic fidd.
We therefore con&de that the separation of the
northward and westward dusk eel1 how response times
to changes in JMF B,. whiulz was found by ETEMADI
1~ cd. I19881 from analvsis of ‘Polar” beam-swinging
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data, is not an artefact of the beam-swinging
algorithm, but arises from geophysical origins.
We consequently considered a flow in which the
northward and westward components were assumed
to vary with different response times, and again considered whether spurious effects could be produced
by the assumptions employed in the beam-swinging
algorithm. Our results show that rapid changes in
such a flow, assumed uniform in longitude, do not
produce any systematic shifts in the response times
deduced from either flow component. Averaged over
many changes occurring at random times relative to
the experiment cycle time, the correct response times
will be deduced for each component separately. The
effect of parallel flows remain small for the same
reasons as above. However, any systematic longitudinal gradient in the perpendicular flow can now
affect the response times deduced, because a change in
one flow component will produce a spurious enduring
change in the other. This effect is, of course, quite
independent of the time scale of the flow changes
relative to the beam-swinging cycle time. In the case
where the radar beams are displaced by only a small
angle about magnetic north, the effect on the northward flow component will generally be very small.

in ionospheric

flow

such that the response time of this flow component is
unlikely to be affected. The effect on the westward
flow component will generally be much larger, but
still small compared with true geophysical effects in
that component, provided that the longitudinal
difference in the northward flow components between
the two radar pointing directions is at the l&20%
level or less, as should generally be the case.
Overall, therefore, the conclusions reached in this
study give us additional confidence that the response
time results derived by ETEMADIet al. (1988) represent
true reflections of geophysical conditions and are
unlikely to be significantly affected by artefacts associated with the beam-swinging algorithm. Not only is
the algorithm incapable of producing spurious systematic shifts of the flow response time between northward and westward components if one in fact does
not exist, but it will also give the correct response
times for each component separately, should such a
shift arise from geophysical effects, at least under
usual circumstances.
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